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Performance Calculation for Single-Sided Linear
Induction Motors with a Double-Layer Reaction
Rail Under Constant Current Excitation

Abstruct-A method for computingthe performance of a single-sided
linear induction motor(SLIM) with a double-layer reaction rail, under
constant current excitation, is presented. This method takes into accountthereactionofsecondaryeddycurrents
on the airgap field,
transverse edge and longitudinal end effects, togetherwith skin effect,
saturation, nonlinear magnetic permeability, and hysteresisin the solid
steel core of a reaction rail. In an equivalent circuit of the machine,
the mutual and secondary impedances are found from a solution of
the
two-dimensional electromagnetic field distribution. Modifying factors
account for configurations in which
the width of the secondary conductive layer is different from that of the steel core, and in which the
thickness of the conductive overhand is different from
that over the
steel core. Good correlation is obtained between analysis and test results from a large-scale linear induction motor (LIM) at Queen’s University. The developed expressions are appropriate for small and large
LIM’s and may also be used for constant voltage excitation conditions.

ear inductionmachines with layeredsecondarieshave
been published [2], [ 11]-[16], the methods are not always
appropriate for design studies of transportation SLIM’S.
Analytical results are usually not close tomeasured values
over a wide range of operating conditions because of neglected or inadequate treatment of skin, edge and end effects, magnetic saturation, andhysteresis.Commonly
used correction factors arenot sufficiently accurate at high
levels of excitation when parts of the magnetic circuit are
driven into saturation.
In this paper we show that the performance of a SLIM
can be evaluated from an equivalent circuit which is very
similar to that commonly used for the rotating machine.
Mutualandsecondary .parametersare derivedfrom an
evaluation of the two-dimensional field in a longitudinal
INTRODUCTION
section of the machine, and are speed and slip frequency
dependent. Generally applicable and validated correction
HE SINGLE-SIDED linear induction motor (SLIM)
provides both wheeled and noncontact vehicles
with factors are presented to account for the finite length and
a low maintenance adhesion-free means of propulsion and width of the machine and for the geometry and electrobraking [ 11-[5]. As further applications for SLIM’s are magnetic properties of the reaction rail.
examined, therewill be a growing need for analytical tools
ANALYTICAL APPROACH
which will not only accurately predict the performance of
From a computational point of view, the calculation of
a machine of given design but which will allow the com- thetwo-dimensional fieldin a longitudinalsection of a
puter-aided design of a machine to a given set of specifi- SLIM is preferable to. a full three-dimensional analysis
cations. The SLIMwith a solid steel reaction rail fed from andisentirely adequate for SLIM performanceevaluaa constant current source has already been analyzed by tion. In this way we avoid double Fourier seriesand space
the authors [6]. Comparative tests [7] have shown that a harmonics along the primary slots (in the y direction). In
secondary consisting of a conductive (usually aluminum) two-dimensional analysis the currents flow only in the y
capover laminated (orsolid)steelcoreproducesthe
direction, andthe magnetic flux densityhasonlytwo
greatest thrust with the highest efficiency-power factor (q components; perpendicularBnTzand parallel B , to the dicos 4 ) productandwiththelowest
normal force.This rection of motion (x direction). A section of the machine
reaction rail is, therefore, favored for noncontact traction to be analyzed is shown in Fig. 1.
purposes.
The double-layer reaction rail of a SLIM comprises an
The purpose ofthispaperistopresent
a versatile aluminum cap overlaminated or solid steel core. The core
method for calculating the performance of a SLIM with serves to carry the airgap flux and to reduce the magneis tizing current of the machine. Lamination of the core, as
an aluminum-cappedreactionrail.Thisconfiguration
analogous to that in a rotating induction motor with dou- opposed to theuse of solid steel, improvestheperforble-layer rotor [8]-[lo]. Although many analyses for lin- mance, particularly for low-speed running. However lamination is expensive and is not cost effective for sections
Manuscript received September 12, 1984; revised May 24. 1985. This of the guideway in which a LIM is operated at intermework was supported by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research diate or high speed due to end effects [ 171.
Council (NSERC) of Canada.
When the secondary core isformed from solid material,
The authors are with the Department of Electrical Engineering, Queen’s
University, Kingston, Ontario, Canada K7L 3N6.
this layer will also carry slip frequency induced currents.
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and the differential and slot leakage reactances of the primary.
Carter’s coefficient kc is used to obtain the equivalent
airgap of the machine:
g’ = k,g.

Fig. 1. Model of single-sidedlinearinductionmotor
secondary.

with double-layer

(3)

The Carter coefficient must be calculated for the entrefer
( g + d ) , and it should be noted that the slot opening of
the primary may have a lower magnitude than ( g + d ) .
Transverse edge effect in the solid steel reaction plate
is included by correction factors described in the paper
[6].RussellandNorsworthy’scorrectionfactor[19]is
used for edge effect in the high conductivity nonmagnetic
layer (see Appendix 11). The corrected conductivityof the
aluminum cap is then
4

1

=

~ A I ~ R N -

(4)

The effective secondary resistance now becomes smaller
There are four methods for taking longitudinal end efthan for a laminated core. In addition the magnetic propfect into account:
erties of cast steel are such that variable permeabilityand
by superposition of travelingandpulsatingfields
hysteresis losses of the core will have a significant effect
POI
on the secondary impedance. These effects should be inby superposition of a wave traveling at synchronous
cluded in any general model for SLIM design and analyspeed and two end-effect waves [3],
sis.
by postulating a periodic distributionof SLIM’s, and
The analysis of a SLIM with double layer secondary
representing the resultant space harmonics by Foupresented here includes
rier series [ 141, [21],
by modifying the electromotive force (EMF) across
1) skin effect in the secondary,
the mutual impedance of a T-type equivalent circuit
2) reaction of the secondary eddy current on the pri[221, ~ 7 1 .
mary magnetic field,
3) saturation and hysteresis effects in the solid core of
The last technique is considered to give the best results
the secondary,
and is.the simplest analytically and computationally. The
4) longitudinal end and transverse edge effects.
end effect factor is defined as [27]
7

The two-dimensional electromagnetic field distribution is
described by equations in series form which take into account the skin effect and reaction of the secondary eddy
current. Saturation and hysteresis effects are included
by where E,, is the peak value of the EMF induced in a primeans of the equivalent relative magnetic permeabilityof mary phase winding by ‘the magnetic flux density wave
traveling with synchronous velocity, and E,, is the peak
solid steel, pre [18]:
value of EMFinduced by the damped entry-end wave [3].
/-+e = /-+s(Pf - j ~ ” )
(1) This method is used in this paper to compute the performance of SLIM’s with double-layer secondaries, under
where prs is the surface value of relative magnetic perme-constant current excitation.
ability. The real and imaginary components, p’ and p ” ,
are described in [ 181.
OF ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD DISTRIBUTION
EQUATIONS
The saturation factor for the magnetic circuit (see ApDevelopment of the electromagnetic field equations alpendix I) is given by
lows the secondary and mutual impedances in the equivalent circuit of the SLIM to be determined. The plane of
electromagnetic field analy,sis consists of three isotropic
layers; the first layer is steel halfspace, the second layer
where V equals the magnetomotive force (MMF) per pole is aluminum or copper platewith thickness d, and the third
pair, Vg is the magnetic potential drop across the airgap,
layer is equivalent airgap g’ (3).
The assumptions for the establishment of the electroand V, is the magnetic potential drop across the nonmagnetic layer (i.e. ,.the aluminum cap). In accordance with
magnetic field equations areas given in [6]. For the SLIM
classical theory of electrical machines, the saturation fac- model with double-layer secondary, as shown
in Fig. 1,
tor influences the magnetizing reactance (discussed later), the eiectromagnetic field equations are as follows.
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Time factors exp (jw:) in A:,, HZ,, H:z, E&, and exp
(jwuJ in A,,, H,,
H i z , ELy, have been eliminated. The
peak values of line current density of the primary A , angular frequencies w , and slips s, are given by the following formulae.
i) For forward traveling fields:
-
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2) For backward traveling fields:

w,

= s;w

s,

= 1

(3 1)

= 2TfS;

+ v(l

- s).

(32)

where m is the number of phases, N is the number of pri- 0
Fig.
mary turns per phase, k,, is the winding factor for the vth
space harmonic, p is the number of pole pairs,
7 is the
where
pole pitch, I is the primary current, and s = (us - u)/u,.
For u = km k 1 , where k = 0, 1, 2, 3,
* , exp [l k
(v F 1) (1 - l/m) n] = 1, and A;, = A,, = Am,.
SECONDARY
IMPEDANCE
Unit secondary impedance due to each
vth space harmonic is given by the ratio of tangential electric and magnetic field components, as given by (8) and (10):

(33)

-1

I

1

2. Per phase equivalent circuit of linear induction motor.

The impedance of thesecondarybranch
of theT-type
equivalentcircuit, as shown in Fig. 2, can now be expressed as

MUTUALIMPEDANCE
Unit impedance “seen” below the primary current sheet
can be calculated from ( 5 ) and (7), with z = 0, i.e.,

where zv1is the unit impedance of the solid steel plate,
and zYl2is the unit equivalent impedance of the high conductivity nonmagnetic layer, which is dependent on parameters of the solid steel reaction plate. To take into aczVIshouldbe
counttransverseedgeeffect,impedance
multiplied by the edge effect factor kzy > 1 [6], and elec- where
tric conductivity of the nonmagnetic layer should be multiplied by Russell and Norsworthy’s factor kRNv< l (Appendix II), i.e.,

j w P o sinh (P,g’)
zy,

2,123

P,

w
+cosh (P,g’)
0”

=

(34)

-

J’w,cLo

sinh ( ~ , ~ +
d )cosh ( ~ , ~ d )

(40)
If zyv 03, the unit reactance in the magnetizing branch
can be obtained, i.e.,
-+

ZVI

GI2

=

K,2

-

where

Magnetizing reactance referred to the primary winding is,
therefore,

For Z,I
00, (33)-(35) give unit impedance of the aluminum cap, i.e.,
+

Secondary impedance referred to the primary winding is
then;

To take into account active power losses in the primary
core, an appropriate resistanceRuOshould be connected in
parallel with Xp0. Mutual impedance, when resistance and
reactance areconnectedinseries,
as in Fig. 2, is then
given by
Z,, = R,, + j x , ,
where

(43)
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0.f

and
(44)
To take into account saturation of the magnetic circuit,
the airgapg’ in (42) should bemultiplied by the saturation
factor k,, accordingto (3) andAppendix I, i.e., g’ =
gk,k,. The component of magnetizing current due to the
nonmagnetic high conductivity layer is included in secondary impedance (37).
THRUSTAND NORMALFORCE
Electromagnetic thrust for the fundamental space harmonic v = 1 is expressed by

0.:

-at

0.d

J
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W

t
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2
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0.:

0
X

13

(45)
\
,

n

svs
where RSec resultsfrom(37), and the secondary current
referred to the primary winding is

-I
LL

uIW

z 0.2

(3

a
z

0.1

where k,, the longitudinal end effect factor, is given by(5).
Normal force in the z direction consists of an attractive
force Fza, and a repulsive eddy current reaction force Fz,,
l.e.,

F, = Fza - F,, .

(47)

0

0.5

I .o

SLIP, s

-

1.5

2.0

Fig. 3 . Calculated peak values of normalandtangentialcomponents
of
magnetic flux density in airgap of the test LIM, at I = 200 A, g = 15
mm, d = 2.5 mm, w = 111 mm, h,,, = 33.9 mm.

The attraction force is given by

F

1

+ Ax)L

= -B i , , p ( ~

2Po

where the normal component of magnetic flux density in
the airgap is
(49)
In (48), A x represents an additional length
due to halffilled end slots in the linear machine. Expressions for the
form factor uk and for the ratioa i of the average value to
peak value of magnetic flux density are given in 161.
Because F, is proportional to Bmzs,and F,, is proporthe eddy current reaction force is equal to
tional to Bmxg,

Fz, = F,

B,,

(50)

Bmzg

where F, is expressed by formula (45), and the tangential
component of magnetic flux density in the airgap may be
found from (8) as
Bmg

=

PoI~m2lu=l,z=g‘,x=o

= Po

I

IKUI

cash

( K U d

Normal Bmzg,and tangential Bmxg,components of magbelow) are plotted
netic flux density for the test SLIM (see
against slip in Fig. 3.
COMPARISON BETWEEN ANALAYSIS
AND TEST RESULTS
The results computed from the analysis presented here
were compared with experimental results obtained from a
large-scale linear induction motor tested at Queen’s University. The test facility consists of a 7.6-m diameter 0101 km/h wheel, which carried the rim-mounted reaction
rail, and a stationary LIM mounted
in a six-component
force balance and positional adjustment system.
A PDP
11/03-based 64-channel data acquisition system accepts
and processes test data corresponding to the phase voltages and currents (giving power and power factor), forces
and moments with respect to the three coordinate axes,
airgap and lateral offset at two positions along the LIM
length, frequency, speed, and flux distribution in the machine. A complete description of the test facility and LIM
equipment has been given previously [6], [7], 1251.
The six-pole test LIM has a pole pitch
of 0.25 m, a
stack width of 0.101 m, and a 7/9 chorded winding [25].
The primary was excited by means of a 200-kVA variable-voltage variable-frequency inverter. The reaction rail
consisted of a solid steel core, 11 1-mm wide by 25-mm
deep, with an aluminum capof thickness 2.5 mm over the
core and 9.5 mm in the overhang.
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Fig. 6 . Influence of aluminum cap overhang (i.e., side-bar width) on thrust,
at I = 200 A, f = 18 Hz,g = 15 mm, d = 2.5 mm, w = 11 1 mm.
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SPEED ( k d h )
Fig. 4. Thrust F, as function of speed at constant frequencies, forI = 200
A , g = 15 mm, d = 2.5 mm, w = 111 mm, h , , = 33.9 mm.
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Fig. 7. Influence of aluminum cap overhang (i.e., side-bar width) on normal force, at I = 200 A , f = 18 Hz,g = 15 mm, d = 2.5 mm, w =
111 mm.
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t

Fig. 5. Normal force F, as a function of speed at constant frequencies, for
I = 200 A, g = 15 mm, d = 2.5 mm, w = 111 mm, h,, = 33.9 mm.

2.5--

Computation of the performance of a LIM with doublelayer secondary was performed in a similar way to that
used for the LIM with solid steel secondary [ 6 ] . The test
program was conductedover a rangeof speeds for various
levels of constant current excitation, at discrete values of
frequency and airgap. In
order to evaluate the effect of
aluminum cap rail overhang, tests were conducted as the
width of this overhang was incrementally reduced
to zero.
Figs. 4 and 5 compare analytical and test results for
SPEED (km/h)
thrust and normal forces as a function of speed at various
frequencies, for Z = 200 A, g = 15 mm, and with a sec- Fig. 8. Thrust F, as function of speed at various airgaps, for I = 200 A,
f = 1 8 H z , d = 2.5 mm, w = 1 1 1 mm, h,,, = 33.9 mm.
ondary overhang width h,, = 33.9 mm.
The influence of aluminum cap overhang on thrust and
normal forces at Z = 200 A, g = 15 mm, f = 18 Hz is and 9. It may be noted that a LIM with aluminum-capped
secondary is less sensitive to variations in airgap than a
shown in Figs, 6 and 7. The method of taking the overhand dimension into account is described in Appendix 11. LIM with solid steel reaction rail [ 6 ] .
The effect of airgap on thrust and normal forces (atI =
Thrust and normal forces as a function of speed at var200 A. f = 18 Hz. h,..,
100 < Z <
"* = 33.9 mm) is shown in Figs. 8 ious levels of constant current in the .range
7.,
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Fig. 9 . Normal force F, as function of speed at various airgaps, for
200A,f=18Hz,d=2.5mm,w=lllmm,h,,,=33.9mm.

I =

Fig. 11. Normal force Fz as function of speed at constant currents, forf=
18 Hz, g = 15 mm, d = 2.5 mm, w = 111 mm, h,,, = 33.9 mm.

sional electromagnetic field distribution in the machine.
Mutual impedance takes into account the nonlinearity
of
the magnetic circuit by including a saturation factor (2).
Secondary impedance includes both complex permeability of the rail ( l ) , which models field dependent magnetic
permeabilityandhysteresislosses,andtransverseedge
effects through the correction factor discussed in Appendix 11. Longitudinal end effects are included by modifying
the EMF across the mutual impedance; this factor being
particularly significant when 0 < s < 0.35.
Under constant current conditions, both the maximum
available thrust and the peak normal force are decreased
as the input frequency is increased, primarily through the
influence of longitudinal end effects and saturation of the
+magnetic circuit. At a particular frequency, increasing the
3
.
I
I
19
I
I
I
I
I
I
airgap from 12.5mm to 20.0mm decreases the peak thrust
-50
-40
-30
-20
-10
0
IO
20
30
40 '
SPEED ( k d h )
and normal force by only about 25 and 50 percent, reFig. 10. Thrust F, as function of speed at constant currents,
forf = 18 spectively. In plugging operation (s > l), the thrust and
Hz, g = 15 mrn, d = 2.5 mm, w = 111 m m , h,, = 33.9 mm.
normal forces are even less sensitive to airgap.
The effect of rail cap overhang cross section was inves250 A are shown in Figs. 10 and 11, forf = 18 Hz, g = tigated by incrementally reducing the width
of the alu15 mm, h,, = 33.9 mm.
minum cap. It was shown analytically and experimentally
For Figs. 4-1 1, the thrust and normal force curves werethatLIMperformanceisinsensitive
to overhangcross
calculated for the fundamental space harmonicu = 1 using section above a certain value. Reducing the overhang bethe T-type equivalentcircuitshown in Fig. 2, fromthe low this value produces a decrease in the maximum availThe overhang
analyticalexpressions ( 4 3 , (47), (48),and (50). Ithas ablethrust and thepeaknormalforce.
dimension below which performance is degraded is conbeen shown that the influence of higher space harmonics
sidered to be that at which
the effective longitudinal reon thrust, for slip s > 0.5, is very small (see Appendix
in comparison
sistance of the side bar becomes significant
111).
with the effective transverse resistanceof the cap over the
CONCLUSION
core.
The equivalent circuit approach, with mutual and secBy comparing the experimental points to the analytical
field
curves in Figs. 4-1 1, it may be concluded that the method ondary parameters evaluated from two-dimensional
for determining the mechanical performance of a linear analysis with appropriate correction factors for edge, end
induction motor with double-layer secondary as presented and saturation effects, provides an effective tool for the
calculation of LIM performance. This technique can be
in this paper gives very good results over a wide range
used for design studies of LIM's for transportation appliof frequency, airgap, current, and secondary overhang.
cations under constant current or,
by including an addiWhile this analytical approach is based on an equivalent
circuit of the LIM, both mutual and secondary impedance tional iterative loop in computation, under constant volthave been evaluated from an analysis of the two-dimen- age excitation conditions.
THRUST, Fx (kN)
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INDUCTION MOTORS

APPENDIX I
SATURATION FACTOR
OF MAGNETIC CIRCUIT
The saturation factork, of the magnetic circuit is evaluated by relationship (2). Because of the very high magnetic permeability assumed for theprimary core, the magnetic potential drop across teeth and yoke of the primary
core tends to zero. MMF due to theuth harmonic per pole
pair is, therefore, equal to
V” = 21 Vg,I + 21 Vdvl

+

P2”l

(52)

I

where
1) magnetic potential drop across the airgap is
Vg” =

(b)
Fig. 12. Double-layer secondary with aluminum cap over solid steel core.
(a)Uniformthicknessinoverhangandovercore.(b)Thickness
in
overhang (side bars) greater than that over core.

1

+ K,l sinh ( ~ , ~ d )
K”2

-%
P”

j“l

+

cosh ( ~ , ~ d pre
) sinh ( ~ , ~ d )

INFLUENCE OF SPACE

K”2

TABLE I
HARMONICS
ON THRUST
OF THE TESTLIM

F,”
F,” =

2) magnetic potential drop across the high conductivity
nonmagnetic layer is
0.902

Y

I

K,I 1 - cosh ( ~ , 2 d )Am,
-M0.136
,’
4 2
Kv2

(54)

3) mean magnetic potential drop in the solid steel core
in the x direction ,V2vis given in [6]. Equations (53) and
(54) should be put into (2) with v = 1.

11
13
17
19
23
25

[percent]

4 = 0.5

s

-0.038
-0.136
-0.136
-0.038
0.902
-0.902
0.038

100.0000
-0.0335
-0.1516
-0.0938
-0.0038
- 1.561 1
-0.9926
-0.0013
-0.0120

100.0000
-0.0189
0.0936
-0.0244
0.001 1
-0.2848
0.2016
-0.0002
0.0019

Total

97.1503

99.9699

kW”

1

5
I

1

=

1.0

-

~=1.0,f=18Hz,I=200A,g=15mm,d=2.5mm,w=111
mm.

by the factor
I1
APPENDIX
EDGE EFFECT
IN HIGH CONDUCTIVITY NONMAGNETIC
LAYER

1

+ 1.3 tov d- d >
~

1.

Edge effect for thehigh conductivity layer may be taken This correction factor (56) has been estimated in an eminto accountby means of the Russell and Norsworthy[ 191 pirical manner.
factor, i.e.,
APPENDIX
I11
INFLUENCE
OF HIGHER SPACE HARMONICS
ON THRUST
The effect of higher space harmonics on thrust has been
determinedusingtheequivalentcircuit.
The resultsfor
the test LIM are given in Table I. While the 17th and 19th
harmonics are the most significant, the effectof all higher
space harmonics is very small. While small, the influence
This expression may be applied for space harmonics u >
of higher space harmonics on thrust is greater for a LIM
1, although Russell and Norsworthy [ 191 presented it only
with two layer (aluminum-capped) secondary than for a
for the first space harmonic.The coefficient k R N u < 1 takes
LIM with a homogeneous solid steel reaction rail [6].
into account currents along the x axis and effectively reACKNOWLEDGMENT
duces the electric conductivity of the nonmagnetic layer.
In practice, the thickness of overhang
tov is usually greater
One of the authors (J.F.G.) is indebted to NSERC for
than the thickness of the layer over the solid iron core
an International Scientific Exchange Award to conduct re(0,hOv)should be multiplied search at Queen’s University for the year 1983/84.
(Fig. 12). In this case tanh
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